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K-pop goes global - la mag

K-pop goes global: Revelation: The Bride, the Beast â¬Babylon — Share This!
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Pop Goes Korea: Behind the Revolution in Movies, Music and Internet Culture

Two and a half blocks going with me, and you’re talking about a revolution ... and when this bomb goes off there’s gonna be four more right behind it, and then the patriots are gonna come ...

RAY ROSEBERRY’S FULL 30 MINUTE RANT AGAINST BIDEN

For a Needham High football team with modest expectations leading into the 2001 season, Dave Duffy provided the proper sense of balance.

'Brotherhood': Firehouse ethic key to Needham High football's playoff run after 9/11

Underneath the piercing gaze of Sun Yat-sen, the founder of the Republic of China, a group of students sat, unshaved, unkempt and basking in the glow of their laptops. Amongst stacks of coffee ...

How Technology Revolutionized Taiwan’s Sunflower Movement

Now he’s a bridge between past and present for a country that seems to have left many of its roots - and its songs - behind ... leading a major revolution in Brazilian pop music ...

Voices of the future: Griff to Polo G

Hyundai's Ionic battles EV stars Audi, Polestar and Tesla are key rivals Which one takes the win? Your 50k future EV has already landed. Beyond the tech and the flash, do newcomers from Hyundai, ... Hyundai Ionic 5 vs Q4 e-Tron vs Polestar 2 vs Model 3 group test (2021) review

But at least they were marketing revolution as a kind of sly prank and ... Why support raising taxes on anyone, if the tax money goes to building a new generation of...nuclear weapons, aircraft ...

Roaming Charges: Taxing Representations

When the facelifted Kia Cerato was recently announced in Singapore, it didn't just feature a new grille and head and tail lights - it was also the first over here to proudly wear Kia's redesigned ...

It's not just Kia: Why is everyone so desperate recently to announce new logos?

J ust behind Mumbai’s glittering international ... “ We are leading a major revolution in Brazilian pop music,” Groove says emphatically. Born in Sao Paulo as Daniel Garcia, the 26 ...

Mumbai’s DIVINE is among the 21 most exciting young musicians on Planet Earth

Mom and pop, kids too, if you have them. It’s a tough, tough way to make a living. Years later you remember how it was. You wake up from dreams that put you back behind that counter, dreams ...

The Neighborhood Capitalist

He’s co-founder of the great blog, Marginal Revolution, which I’ve read for ... but more importantly for understanding him, he
goes everywhere. He talks to everyone. He’s able to appreciate ...

Transcript: Ezra Klein Interviews Tyler Cowen
directed and stars in this drama about a Korean American in Louisiana whose immigration status comes into question. With Alicia Vikander. Focus Features • “ Boris Karloff: The Man Behind the ...

Virtually every movie coming to theaters or streaming this fall
And that was behind ... Marginal Revolution, and host of the podcast “ Conversations With Tyler.” But more than that, he’s a genuine polymath who reads about everything, goes everywhere ...

Are We More Polarized? Or Just Weirder?
The leaders also commemorated the return of the remains of Korean independence fighter ... in sharing experiences in Fourth Industrial Revolution sectors and the commercialization of 5G networks ...

Korea, Kazakhstan agree to expand strategic partnership
After other listeners moved on from the Crowes to alternative, electronica, pop-punk or rap-rock ... (The bartender stayed behind the bar all night.) As the lights hit the stage, the non-Robinson ...

Are The Black Crowes still a real band or just the 2 brothers? Yes
In North Adams (pop. 14,000), the Massachusetts Museum of ... devoted to subjects ranging from the region's role in the Industrial Revolution to the work of its artisans, as well as landmark ...

The Berkshires
TJ De Santis scores the round 10-9 Rivera Chris Nelson scores the round 10-9 Rivera Mike Whitman scores the round 10-9 Rivera Round 2 Soto goes back ... to push the Korean into the cage.

UFC on Fuel TV 3 Results & Play-by-Play
He lands another one right behind the ear and Spicely looks hurt ... Winn is really working the body now and goes to the head. Spicely is eating some shots but he can’t take too many more ...

"Mr. Russell’s book is the first by a non-Korean to explain the rise of Korea's entertainment industries....the book could hardly be more approachable."—Wall Street Journal “ For a country that traditionally received culture, especially from China but also from Japan and the United States, South Korea finds itself at a turning point in its new role as exporter.” —The New York Times From kim chee to kim chic! South Korea came from nowhere in the 1990s to become one of the biggest producers of pop content (movies, music, comic books, TV dramas, online gaming) in Asia—and the West. Why? Who’s behind it? Mark James Russell tells an exciting tale of rapid growth and wild success marked by an uncanny knack for moving just one step ahead of changing technologies (such as music downloads and Internet comics) that have created new consumer markets around the world. Among the media pioneers profiled in this book is film director Kang Je-gyu, maker of Korea’s first blockbuster film Shiri; Lee Su-man, who went from folk singer to computer programmer to creator of Korea’s biggest music label; and Nelson Shin, who rose from North Korea to the top of the animation business. Full of fresh analysis, engaging reportage, and insightful insider anecdotes, Pop Goes Korea explores the hallyu (the Korean Wave) hitting the world’s shores in the new century. Mark James Russell has been living in Korea since 1996. His articles about Korean and Asian cultures have appeared in Newsweek, The New York Times, International Herald-Tribune, and many other publications. He is currently the Korea/Japan Bureau Chief for Asian Movie Week magazine.

"K-Pop Now! [...] features one hundred and twenty-eight glossy pages of Korean pop eye-candy." —KpopStarz.com K-Pop Now! takes a fun look at Korea's high-energy pop music, and is written for its growing legions of fans. It features all the famous groups and singers, and takes an insider’s look at how they have made it to the top. In 2012, Psy’s song and music video “Gangnam Style” suddenly took the world by storm. But K-Pop, the music of Psy's homeland of Korea has been winning fans for years with its infectious melodies and high-energy fun. Featuring incredibly attractive and talented singers and eye-popping visuals, K-Pop is the music of now. Though K-Pop is a relatively young phenomenon in the West, it is rapidly gaining traction and reaching much larger audiences—thanks in large part to social media like Facebook, YouTube and Twitter. Top K-Pop acts get ten million to thirty million hits for their videos—the Girls Generation single "Gee" has over a hundred million views! In K-Pop Now! you'll find: Profiles of all the current K-Pop artists and their hits A look at Seoul's hippest hot spots and hangouts Interviews with top artists like Kevin from Ze:A and Brian Joo A look at the K-Pop idols of tomorrow You'll meet the biggest record producers, the hosts of the insanely popular "Eat Your Kimchi" website, and K-Pop groups like Big Bang, TVXQ, 2NE1, Girls Generation, HOT, S.E.S, FinKL Busker Busker and The Koxx. The book also includes a guide for fans who plan to visit Seoul to explore K-Pop up close and personal. Join the K-Pop revolution now!

A Korean-American girl travels to Seoul in hopes of debuting in a girl group at the same K-pop company behind the most popular boy band on the planet, in this romantic coming-of-age novel perfect for K-pop fans everywhere! Candace Park knows a lot about playing a role. For most of her life, she's been playing the role of the quiet Korean-American girl who takes advanced classes and plays a classical instrument, keeping her love of K-pop to herself. But she has a secret that she's been keeping from the world: she can sing. Like, really sing. So when Candace enters a global audition held by the biggest K-pop label in the world, she doesn't expect to actually win. And convincing her parents to go against everything they believe in is nothing compared to what's next. Under the strict supervision of her instructors at the label's headquarters in Seoul, South Korea, Candace must hone her performance skills to within an inch of her life, learn to fluently speak Korean, and navigate the complex hierarchies of her teammates. And the number-one rule? NO DATING - which proves almost impossible after she meets superstar idol One. And fellow Korean-American trainee YoungBae. And when Candace finds herself in the middle of an international K-pop scandal, she must decide whether a spot in the most hyped K-pop girl group of all time is really worth risking everything ...
Set in Korea, this multicultural, middle-reader novel is the riveting story of a magical realm, a little girl, her brother and a daring rescue. So annoying… In Young-hee’s life everything feels wrong. It seemed like only yesterday that her world was just as it should be. But now her dad is gone, her mom is overextended, and Young-hee is forced to move back to Seoul—and not a nice part of Seoul, either. To make matters worse, the girls at her new school are nasty, and her little brother Bum is an insufferable, attention-hogging pain. Then Young-hee stumbles into a magical world, where the fairy stories of her childhood are real and all the frustrations of her everyday life fade away—until Bum is kidnapped, and the only way Young-hee can save him is by finding the magical pullocho plant. Soon, she is plunged into an epic quest, encountering dragons and fairies and facing decisions that affect not only Bum, but the fate of an entire world. In Young-hee and the Pullocho, debut novelist Mark James Russell puts a Korean spin on an evergreen fantasy trope, interweaving Korean folktales with the story of a young girl who, without realizing it, is in search of herself. Readers of all ages will want to join Young-hee as she journeys from the dingiest part of Seoul to enchanted lands that prove more beautiful—and more dangerous—than she ever could have imagined.

“A crisp, dramatic examination of how technology and human ingenuity are undermining North Korea’s secretive dictatorship.” —Kirkus Reviews

One of the least understood countries in the world, North Korea has long been known for its repressive regime. Yet it is far from being an impenetrable black box. Media flows covertly into the country, and fault lines are appearing in the government’s sealed informational borders. Drawing on deeply personal interviews with North Korean defectors from all walks of life, ranging from propaganda artists to diplomats, Jeun Baek tells the story of North Korea’s information underground—the network of citizens who take extraordinary risks by circulating illicit content such as foreign films, television shows, soap operas, books, and encyclopedias. By fostering an awareness of life outside North Korea and enhancing cultural knowledge, the materials these citizens disseminate are affecting the social and political consciousness of a people, as well as their everyday lives. “A fine primer on the country, based on extensive interviews with defectors.” —Times Literary Supplement


“An exciting and intelligent overview of the ways that information is liberating North Koreans’ minds.” —Robert S. Boynton, author of The Invitation-Only Zone: The True Story of North Korea’s Abduction Project

“A fascinating, important, and vivid account of how unofficial information is increasingly seeping into the North and chipping away at the regime’s myths—and hence its control of North Korean society.” —Sue Mi Terry, former CIA analyst and senior research scholar at the Weatherhead East Asia Institute, Columbia University

Franklyn was born into a gritty north of England town. His expected path through life would have him live out his years in the manner of that town’s baseline existence. But it wasn’t to be. Perhaps he was pre-selected to break rank so that bigger dreams could be fulfilled. Whatever the prime force may have been, he was to know a different life. Perhaps, too, the corridors of our own reality are flimsier than we believe! On the other side of the wall may lie another path. As Franklyn himself discovers, a perceived reality can be as real as reality itself.

She thought that debuting in a K-Pop band was the finish line, but it was only the beginning. Because now it’s not only Candace’s company judging her—it’s the entire world. How will she find the courage to stand by her beliefs, even when powerful forces are trying to shame and silence her… Now that Candace is a star, her life is suddenly filled with glamour. She’s known everywhere; she has adoring fans who worship her and her boyfriend, YoungBae; and she has unlimited access to her label-mates SLK, who happen to be the top boy band in the world. Even more important, her company, S.A.Y., tells her they’ve heard her message of change loud and clear. They promise to make sweeping changes to become a more humane and compassionate place for artists. But the road to a record-breaking debut isn’t going to be smooth. The schedule is even more grueling; the pressure is immense, and there’s unexpected competition from a rival girl group that’s become the latest viral sensation—so annoying… In Young-hee’s life everything feels wrong. It seemed like only yesterday that her world was just as it should be. But now her dad is gone, her mom is overextended, and Young-hee is forced to move back to Seoul—and not a nice part of Seoul, either. To make matters worse, the girls at her new school are nasty, and her little brother Bum is an insufferable, attention-hogging pain. Then Young-hee stumbles into a magical world, where the fairy stories of her childhood are real and all the frustrations of her everyday life fade away—until Bum is kidnapped, and the only way Young-hee can save him is by finding the magical pullocho plant. Soon, she is plunged into an epic quest, encountering dragons and fairies and facing decisions that affect not only Bum, but the fate of an entire world. In Young-hee and the Pullocho, debut novelist Mark James Russell puts a Korean spin on an evergreen fantasy trope, interweaving Korean folktales with the story of a young girl who, without realizing it, is in search of herself. Readers of all ages will want to join Young-hee as she journeys from the dingiest part of Seoul to enchanted lands that prove more beautiful—and more dangerous—than she ever could have imagined.

This eBook has been formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. The Angel of the Revolution tells the tale of a group of self-styled ‘terrorists' who conquer the world through airship warfare. Led by a crippled, brilliant Russian Jew and his daughter, the ‘angel' Natasha, 'The Brotherhood of Freedom' establishes a 'pax aeronautica' over the earth after a young inventor masters the technology of flight in 1903. The hero falls in love with Natasha and joins in her war against established society in general and the Russian Czar in particular.
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